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Cathoirleach’s
Statement
I am delighted as Cathaoirleach of the Northern & Western
Regional Assembly to present the Assembly’s Annual Report
for 2020. As an elected representative from Monaghan, I am
acutely aware of the difficulties facing the region; particularly
in the context of the UK departure from the European Union
and the emergence of Covid-19.
Brexit has dominated the landscape and media throughout
my tenure as Cathaoirleach, but the wider regions economic
performance has also come to the fore with the Northern and
Western Region being reclassified from ‘Developed’ to ‘Region
in Transition’. This status is now only being exacerbated by the
impact of Covid19.
The Regional Assemblies have become an increasingly
prominent player on the public policy landscape. The Northern
and Western Regional Assembly (NWRA) has evolved as a key
advocate and leader for its region. The members of the NWRA
have developed a suite of impressive strategies, most notably
the Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy – all designed
to deliver a better place for this and the next generation of
communities. Now it is about implementation. The entire
premise of the corporate strategy is unashamedly around
improving the wellbeing of our region. The strategy is high
level, meaningful and makes no apologies for being ambitious.
Finally, I wish to pay tribute to Mr. David Minton, Director
and the Assembly Staff for their support and assistance to
me during the past year. I also wish to acknowledge the
important contribution of my fellow Assembly Members, the
Irish Regions Office in Brussels and our local government
colleagues across Europe.

Cllr David Maxwelll
Cathaoirleach
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Make things happen
Work together

Think differently
Act with integrity
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A year in
Review
2020 was the year we had the opportunity to frame
our future direction. The Corporate Plan is the place we
can finally integrate and align complex systems of EU
programme management, national / regional spatial
planning, and political cycles.

Collaboration

The Corporate Plan serves as the Northern and Western
Regional Assembly’s (NWRA) strategic framework for action
in the future. The Corporate Plan comes at a critical stage as
we aim to connect the regional development and regional
planning side of our functions considering.

Our Core Themes Focus

•

Our comparative advantages and business
competitiveness

Engage with innovative research partnerships and regional
based networks to accelerate priorities identified in the
Regional Spatial and Economic Strategies

Planning, Leading, Advocating, Monitor, Innovate and
Resourcing.
Statutory responsibilities include:

•

Regional economic development and spatial planning
Management of European Regional Development Funding
(€320 million Regional Operation Programme)

•

Methods for sustaining and attracting increased human
capital

•

•

Attracting existing and new forms of capital flows

•

•

Supporting investment in infrastructure that underpins
our ‘sustainable’ differential

Developing, implementing and promotion regional
development policy and activities

•

•

Future settlement patterns

National contact point for EU-funded programmes; and
regional contact point on all EU funding

•

Promoting coordinated action to promote effectiveness in
Local Government and public services

•

Linking local economic development with regional and
national planning through oversight of Local Economic
and Community Plans and also Development Plans

In attempting to achieve this we refined and consolidated
our Strategic Objectives.

Better Places
Policy making, monitoring / oversight and promoting
enhanced co-ordination in our Region through the
implementation of our Regional Spatial and Economic
Strategy

Competitiveness

Our Core Themes

Optimise EU policy and funding instruments for regional /
local development priorities
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Highlights from
across the Year
COVID-19 Regional Economic
Analysis

NWRA launched Smart City
Bootcamp

While it is clear that the Covid-19 outbreak will have a
significant impact on Ireland’s economy, the degree to
which this impact will be felt across Ireland’s regions,
counties, cities and towns remains to be seen. On this basis,
the three Regional Assemblies of Ireland have prepared
a “COVID-19 Regional Economic Analysis” to identify which
geographical areas in Ireland are more likely to be exposed
to economic disruption caused by the necessary measures
to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

While an effort to create the elusive smart city continues
across multiple sectors, most local authorities are primarily
focused on sustaining minimum levels of safety, interaction
and mobility. We are living in a new era where the present is
changing faster than the future, we design for. The NWRA is
planning for a Smart City / Region Bootcamp. A three-day
immersive workshop where we will learn through a blend of
experiential sessions and site visits in Ireland and Europe.

Using the GeoDirectory commercial database, and
specifically the NACE codes allocated to commercial units2
as of September 2019, the three Regional Assemblies of
Ireland have identified each geographical area’s reliance
on the sectors that are likely to be severely affected by
the public health measures needed to curtail the spread of
COVID-19.

EU in My Region
For more than four decades now,
partnerships with our EU colleagues
have helped improve almost every
aspect of life for the people who live
in our region, and across the country.
#EUINMYREGION is a campaign being
promoted by the Northern and Western
Regional Assembly (NWRA) recognising
the transformative impact of this
support.

Europes No.1 News Channel
visited Sligo and Donegal
Fantastic focus by the TV Channel Euronews on a clever
project to stimulate innovation and jobs in the northwest
featuring the Northern & Western Regional Assembly, Ward
Automation and the INTERREG Devise Project.

Food For Thought
Over 30 leading Gastronomy experts from across Europe
were hosted in Sligo and Galway by the Northern &
Western Regional Assembly in early March. EUREGA is a
€1.7M European Territorial Cooperation project looking at
food under 5 headings; Education, Health, Urban/Rural,
Tourism and SME Supports. The project partners from
seven different countries across Europe will come to Ireland
to discuss how the EU can help Member States support
businesses in the Gastronomy Sector.
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Create 			
Better Places

Developing
Galway and the
region’s designated
“Regional Growth
Centres” and “Key
Towns” to sufficient
scal

Regional Spatial and Economic
Strategy (RSES)
The elected members of the Assembly agreed to make the
Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy (RSES) in 2020. A
process that commenced in 2018. The RSES is a strategic
plan which identifies regional assets, opportunities and
pressures and provides appropriate policy responses in the
form of Regional Policy Objectives. At this strategic level
it provides a framework for investment to better manage
spatial planning and economic development to sustainably
grow the Region to 2031 and beyond.
The RSES provides the roadmap for effective regional
development – it delivered a combination of response,
design and innovation; in how we do business, deliver
homes, build communities and value land-use – creating
healthy places and promoting sustainable communities. The
RSES introduces the concept of a Growth Framework to
achieve this integration because regional growth cannot be
achieved in linear steps.
Now, more than ever, we need effective regional planning.
Not just from a spatial or socio-economic perspective but
also through the lens of population health. The Covid-19
pandemic reminds us of this and demonstrates the intricacy
and inter-connectivity of our ecosystem. It is not only about
how we adapt to global economic challenges and climate
change, but also how we seize on the new dynamic. Our
RSES is built on the strategic assumption that sustainability
will be the future differential; a new ingredient in ‘Place’
success. Sustainability will drive decision making around
housing, jobs, investment and the movement of people.
The RSES Growth Framework provides a clear sustainable
strategy for compact growth and delivering those key
elements known to inform business location choices. It
identifies a pathway through the inclusion of a Metropolitan
Area Strategic Plan (MASP) for Galway, tailored Regional
Growth Centre Strategic Plans for Sligo, Athlone and
Letterkenny (including the development of the North-West
city region, focused on Letterkenny, Derry and Strabane)
and the identification of priority actions for Key Towns and
places.
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This region is also defined by its strong connection to our
rural areas and rural economies. The RSES provides for the
careful management and encouragement of development
within rural areas, to ensure that they remain and grow as
vibrant communities.
This RSES provides a high-level development framework
for the Northern and Western Region that supports the
implementation of the National Planning Framework (NPF)
and the relevant economic policies and objectives of
Government. It provides a 12-year strategy to deliver the
transformational change that is necessary to achieve the
objectives and vision of the Regional Assembly. It has been
published in collaboration with all our stakeholders and we
are grateful for their contribution. Complementary Regional
Spatial and Economic Strategies has also been developed
by the Southern Regional Assembly and the Eastern &
Midland Regional Assembly.

Improving the
region’s “human
capital” Levels
via its Third Level
institutions

The Department of Housing, Planning and Local
Government published the National Planning Framework
(NPF) and National Development Plan (NDP) in 2018.
It is the spatial
expression of
Government Policy
up until 2040. The
three Regional
Assemblies played
an active role in the
development of the
NPF which provides
the framework for this
RSES.

In January 2020, we published a
seminal report titled A Region in
Transition:

The Way Forward

Enhancing regional
infrastructure that
enables growth,
support SMEs in
rural communities
and encourages the
growth of remote
working
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Create 			
Better Places
According to the report, the Northern and Western Region
needs an official policy of positive discrimination such as
additional investment and it sets out 11 recommendations.
These include:
•

Developing Galway and the region’s designated
“Regional Growth Centres” and “Key Towns” to sufficient
scale

•

Improving the region’s “human capital” levels via its Third
Level institutions

•

Enhancing regional infrastructure that enables growth,
support SMEs in rural communities and encourages the
growth of remote working.

Challenging an Economic
Narrative
The team produced an insightful publication on Smart
Specialisation, setting out stylised facts and characteristics
concerning the region and why adopting a Smart
Specialisation approach could ensure a stronger place-based
relevance to innovation across the region, addressing both
strengths and challenges.

• Smart Specialisation
• Regional Co-Working
• Designated Urban Centres
10
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The report offered insights into implications for the
future approach to Smart Specialisation and outlined
recommendations and ideas to guide a consultation process
with stakeholders regarding how the region might engage
with Smart Specialisation. The publication ultimately set the
region up for effective engagement with the new National
Smart Specialsiation Strategy.

A Remote Future
The Regional Co-Working Analysis – which was prepared by
the three Regional Assemblies of Ireland – found that 387,000
private sector workers are capable of operating remotely in
Ireland; with just over 186,000 likely to be based in Dublin as
of Q2 2020.

The comprehensive Regional Co-working Analysis provides
critical data that will assist in developing the potential of
remote working in our regions, a pattern which has become
the norm since the COVID-19 outbreak began.

Designated Urban Centres
The Designated Urban Centres Grant Scheme takes action
to improve the urban environment, to revitalise cities,
regenerate and decontaminate brownfield sites (including
conversion areas), reduce air pollution, and promote
noise-reduction measures.
It seeks to promote low carbon strategies for all types
of territories, in particular for urban areas, including the
promotion of sustainable multi-modal urban mobility and
mitigation-relevant adaptation measures. The Assembly
granted over €14m to seven urban centres in our region
under this scheme and this funding was matched by Local
Authorities giving a total investment of €28m. Work on the
first of those seven centres, Athlone was competed and
officially opened in 2019. Work on the remaining 6 centres
is on schedule for completion during the lifetime of our
current operational programme.
The remaining 6 centres are:
1.

€2m directed towards Sligo for enhancements to
O’Connell Street and Community Centre at Cranmore.

2.

€2m dedicated to Letterkenny improving transport
connectivity, road linkage and supporting local social
enterprise centre.

3.

€3.5m in Galway for the Salmon Weir Pedestrian
Bridge.

4.

€2m for Clanbrassil Street & rejuvenation of St
Nicholas Quarter in Dundalk.

5.

€1.5m for enhancement of Mullingar Town Centre town
civic areas and linkages between them.

6.

€1.5m for Tullamore Street Enhancement Project.
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Enhance
Competitiveness
BMW Regional Operational
Programme (ROP) 2014-2020
Despite Covid-19, throughout 2020 the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) continued to support the Insight
and CURAM Research Centres at the National University
of Ireland Galway (NUIG), Micro Enterprises throughout
the region through the Local Enterprise Office (LEO)
network, Enterprise Ireland’s SME clients through a suite of
Industry Research and Business expansion supports, Energy
Efficiency works through SEAI’s Better Energy Warmer
Homes Scheme and Urban Enhancement works undertaken
by Local Authorities throughout the region.
2020 marked an important year for our Programme with
the achievement of key financial milestones set down by
the EU Commission under the Performance Framework.
By the end of December 2020, the Northern & Western
Regional Assembly as Managing Authority had overseen the
declaration of €136,871,041m in eligible expenditure to the
European Commission.

By the end of 2020 a total of €136,871,041m in eligible
expenditure was declared to the EU across five Programme
priorities:

Total Public expenditure
declared

Priority

Strengthening Research,
Technology Development
and Innovation (RTDI) in
the BMW region

€40,454,977

SME Support, Promotion &
Capability Development

€18,440,398

Low Carbon Economy

€39,291,756

Sustainable Urban
Development

€3,000,000

Technical Assistance

€676,004

Coronavirus Response –
The Health Support
Scheme

Total
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Priority 1
Strengthening Research, Technology
Development and Innovation (RTDI) in the BMW
Region
The overall objectives of Priority 1 are to: (a) increase the
level of research taking place in the BMW region, with
company engagement, by supplying applied research
and (b) to increase the number of companies undertaking
Industry R&D in the BMW region.
It comprises of 7 individual schemes around research
centres, marine research, and commercialisation of research.

Then Covid-19 Happened…
The Northern and Western Regional Assembly worked with
key stakeholders at EU, national, regional, and local level to
respond to the complex impact of Covid. Most significantly
was the work done to support the HSE invest over €100m
in PPE for health care and health service providers across
the region. The PPE helped to protect frontline staff from
the Covid-19 virus in hospitals, acute and primary care
settings, testing centres, assessment hubs and residential
care settings. This was achieved through re-programming of
undeclared ERDF.

Progress under the Regional Operational
Programme (ROP) in 2020

In 2020, following a modification of the OP under the
Coronavirus Response Investment Initiative (CRII) and
Coronavirus Response Investment Initiative Plus or CRII +,
regarding measures to address the impact of Covid-19 in
the region, all undeclared funding for this Priority was reallocated to Priority 7 for the new Health Support Scheme.
ERDF funding for this Priority under the BMW ROP 20142020 has been fully allocated.
•

To date a total of €40,454,977 has been declared by
the beneficiaries to the Managing Authority.

•

A total of 11 awards were made under the SFI
Investigator Programme which are based in the BMW
Region and all Research Centres awards are fully
operational.

•

21 Commercialisation Fund Awards have been cofinanced under the OP in the BMW Region and 34
Enterprises have received R&D support

€35,007,906

Priority 2
SME Support, Promotion and Capability
Development
The SME Development Priority seeks to promote
entrepreneurship, in particular by facilitating the economic
exploitation of new ideas and fostering the creation of
new firms, including through business incubators. The
priority also seeks to support the capacity of SMEs to
grow in regional, national and international markets, and
to engage in innovation processes. Entrepreneurship in the
Micro enterprise scheme is delivered though the 13 Local
Enterprise Offices (LEOs) located in the Border, Midlands
and Western region. In 2020, following modifications of the
OP under CRII and CRII+ in relation to measures to address
the impact of Covid-19 in the region, all undeclared funding
for this Priority was re-allocated to Priority 7 for the new
Health Support Scheme. ERDF funding for this Priority under
the BMW ROP 2014-2020 has been fully allocated and no
further expenditure will be declared for Priority 3. To date a
total of €18,440,398 has been declared by the beneficiaries
to the Managing Authority under Priority 3.
There have been 26,203 participants of enterprise training
programmes reported to date with 14,730 enterprises
receiving support under this Priority. New Frontiers is a key
element of Enterprise Ireland’s strategy in the promotion of
entrepreneurship and creation of new business start-ups and
continues to play a strong role in the delivery of Enterprise
Ireland’s Regional Enterprise Strategy in context of effective
regional development.

€136,871,041
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Progress under the Regional Operational
Programme (ROP) in 2020
Priority 3

Priority 5

Low Carbon Economy

Coronavirus Response

The Low Carbon Economy priority focuses on supporting
energy efficiency, smart energy management and
renewable energy use in public infrastructures, including
in public buildings, and in the housing sector. The
principal objective of the programme is to meet Ireland’s
commitments in relation to carbon emissions reduction
and energy reduction target for 2020. The specific
objective of the priority is to improve energy efficiency in
the housing stock in the BMW Region. The Department
of the Environment, Climate and Communications is the
Intermediary Body responsible for the Better Energy
Warmer Homes (BEWH) Scheme under this priority.
Under the BEWH Scheme the number of households with
improved energy consumption classification was reported
as 7,898 and expenditure on the ground has been strong.
A total of €39,291,756 in public eligible expenditure was
selected for support and declared by the beneficiaries to
the Managing Authority. The full financial profile for Priority
4 has been met.

The Health Support Scheme supported under this Priority
is a targeted State led investment to secure and sustain
continuity of access and supply of essential Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) for the health services to be
used in the fight against COVID-19 in the Border, Midland
and Western Region.

Priority 4
Sustainable Urban Development

The intention of this scheme is to build the Health Service
Executive’s crisis response capacities in the context of
the COVID-19 outbreak by ensuring that the health sector
has sufficient supplies to fulfil their tasks safely. This will
facilitate the critical work of minimising the impact of the
global pandemic in the regions in Ireland and will assist
in safeguarding the health and welfare of the population.
Under the Health Support Scheme (HSS) Priority a total of
€35,007,906 has been declared to date with 50,025,029
items of PPE purchased.
The scheme avails of the additional flexibilities provided
for under CRII and CRII+ as regards specific measures to
provide exceptional flexibility for the use of the European
Structural and Investments Funds in response to the
COVID-19 outbreak.

Managing the Operational
Programme
The Managing Authority closely monitored the progress of
the Operational Programme throughout 2020, working in
partnership with Member State, the Certifying Authority,
the Audit Authority, Intermediary Bodies, Beneficiaries, and
other stakeholders to achieve the Operational Programme
targets.
A virtual joint PMC Meeting of the BMW and the S&E
Regional Operational Programmes was held in September
2020 where Assembly staff gave presentations on ERDF
related activities during the year.
Throughout 2020 the Regional Assembly engaged in a
number of communications activities including a highprofile publicity campaign around the public consultation
for the 2021-2027 Operational Programmes and Partnership
Agreements, a multimedia EU Delivers in the region
campaign and building a new all EU Funds website.

This Priority relates to capital flagship projects within urban
centres that were classified as Gateways under the National
Spatial Strategy. Projects were selected through an open
call to designated towns in 2015.
Substantial progress has now been reported under the
Designated Urban Centre Grant Scheme (DUCGS), with 4
of the projects completed to date. In Athlone, Tullamore,
Dundalk and Mullingar.
Projects in Letterkenny and Sligo commenced in 2020
while a major project in Galway was awaiting a decision on
planning approval at the end of the year.
Under this Priority a total of €28,000,000 in public eligible
expenditure was selected for support with €6,877,881
declared.
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Collaboration

Primary Role for 2020
INTERREG VB Atlantic Area Programme

The regional economic
narrative is complex

Case Study: Smart City
Bootcamp

These complexities require careful diagnosis and deep
understanding of what makes regions tick. Regional
economies share many common traits, but also many
differences. The common threads suggest a common,
coordinated approach to policy is a good starting position.
Informing that policy with international best practice and
evidence-based research to shared challenges is essential.

There is an increasing trend at EU and national public
policy level towards ‘Greener’ and ‘Smarter’ practices. One
commonality between these two pillars is the application of
innovative technology.

The NWRA is aiming to be a platform for collaboration
and the body responsible for managing coherent and
sustainable regional growth.
We do this through three levels:

1

Utilising our experience and
expertise to maximize EU
funding sources for regional
stakeholders

2

Building a regional network for
knowledge transfer

3

Tailored research and capacity
building

Policy and funding is shifting towards Smart City principles
and we would like to make sure our Smart Region (Smart
City+Smart Rural) has the full capability to take advantage
of opportunities associated with regeneration and disruptive
technology fund.
Since 2015 the NWRA has supported stakeholders access
over €55m from EU funded programmes for projects and
research relating to tourism, energy, blue-economy, Industry
4.0 and digital transformation.
The NWRA has two primary functions in driving regional
innovation
A.

B.

National Contact Point for innovative European Cooperation programmes - Northern Periphery and Arctic,
Atlantic Area and Interreg Europe
Direct project leader and stakeholder in a number of
place-based programmes

The Interreg Atlantic Area Programme promotes
transnational co-operation in the five member states of
Ireland, Western UK, Western France and designated regions
of Spain and Portugal. For the 2014-2020 programming
period, the Northern and Western Regional Assembly is the
National Contact point and Firswt Level Control authority
(responsible for expenditure verification) for the Interreg VB
Atlantic Area Programme.
The Assembly has, during 2020:
•

Worked closely with the Programme Authorities to
ensure the successful close of the Programme

•

Participated in meetings of the Atlantic Area Monitoring
Committee and National Contact Point Meetings;

•

Promoted the Interreg V Atlantic Area programme and
provide support to Irish project partners in applying to
the programme.

•

INTERREG VB Northern Periphery and
Arctic Programme (NPA)
The Northern Periphery and Arctic Programme 20142020 promotes trans-national co-operation with Scottish,
Nordic and Scandinavian countries. For the 2014-2020
programming period, the Northern and Western Regional
Assembly is the Regional Contact point and First Level
Control Authority (responsible for expenditure verification)
on the Programme.
The Assembly has, during 2020:
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Undertaken the first level control function by carrying
out desk-based and on-site verification checks on
expenditure declared by Irish project partners based in
the BMW region.

•

Explored new project opportunities for the North and
Western Region

INTERREG IVC and INTERREG Europe
Programmes
The Interreg Europe Programme promotes public sector cooperation projects across the entire EU in order to exchange
experiences and transfer of good practice.
During 2020 the Northern and Western Regional
Assembly has:
•

Participated on the Interreg Europe (2014-2020)
Programme Development Group;

•

Carried out the first level of financial control
(certification) for project partner expenditure in the
BMW Region; and

•

Participated, as appropriate, in Programme Monitoring
and Steering Committee Meetings.

•

Organised regional and national events to promote the
programme.

Across all transnational and interregional programmes, the
Northern and Western Regional Assembly will continue
to work with other contact points and the SEUPB on
programme management issues, project development
matters and co-operate on the organisation of events.
In addition, the Northern and Western Regional Assembly has
been incredibly successful in acquiring EU based partnerships
for tailored research programmes. The NWRA will play an
active leadership role in the following projects:

•

Participated in Programme meetings including
Programme Management, Monitoring Committee,
Regional Contact Point and other programming
committee meetings.

•

Devise – digital transformation of regional SMEs

•

Act as Regional Contact Point for the Programme in
Ireland.

•

Our Way – connecting Greenways to cultural heritage o
Eurega – regional gastronomy development

•

Promoted information on the programme in Ireland
and provide information to interested applicants on
programme priorities, eligible area, calls for proposals
etc.

•

AgroRes – renewable energy in agriculture

•

Icare4farms – solar thermal energy for farming

•

Moses – marine spatial planning

Organise National and Regional Information events on
calls for proposals and other publicity events.

•

Eurega- regional gastronomy and tourism

•

Smart City – DEMOTEC

•

16

Explored new project opportunities for the Northern
and Western Region

•
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Let’s Be More
Call for a regional accelerator
programme to distribute enhanced
package of EU funds in West and Border
2020 was the year of ‘Let’s Be More’. The Northern & Western Regional
Assembly (NWRA) wanted the government to give local bodies more control
over how the 2021 to 2027 funds is spent.
Purpose of the campaign called ‘Let’s Be More’ is to address inequality
and economic decline in the region. ‘Let’s Be More’ is backed by elected
representatives, Chambers of Commerce and regional leaders.
The Northern and Western region has been downgraded to a ‘Transition
Region’ by the European Commission, resulting in a pledge to contribute
€60 for every €100 invested by the Government in the next wave of regional
(ERDF) funding. In contrast, the East and South are to get just €40 from
every €100 spent by the Government.
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03

EXPENDITURE

Statement of
Accounts
Statement Of Accounts For The Period Ended 31st December 2020

INCOME

2019 €

1,171,191

1,289,378

Pensions

87,287

81,871

Retirement Lump Sum Provision

65,000

97,180

Staff Travel

30,668

147,105

Consultants Fees

61,894

35,772

Lease & Rates

90,046

94,174

Postage & Phones

12,201

11,162

Equipment & Supplies

37,291

33,624

Annual Allowance – Elected Members

35,796

31,639

Annual Allowance – Chairman (Taxable)

5,889

6,234

Annual Allowance – Chairman (Non-Taxable)

5,625

6,000

Travel & Subsistence – Article 35 2(a)

7,511

16,663

Contributions Local Authorities (Stat. Demands)

1,462,169

1,374,109

Subscriptions & Donations

29,043

39,310

Contributions Other

7,636

16,359

Maintenance & Repairs

4,098

6,403

echnical Assistance Receipts (DPER)

333,125

389,554

Energy Costs

9,525

8,624

Superannuation

38,791

39,095

Publicity

83,416

32,398

NPA Technical Assistance Recoupment

17,000

-

Operational Programme Evaluation

-

84,489

Interreg Technical Assistance

6,960

12,268

Miscellaneous

23,315

25,082

Atlantic Area Technical Assistance

-

30,781

INTERREG Project Receipts

217,688

256,901

Legal Fees

-

7,589

EER Receipts

-

542

Insurance

16,320

19,454

First Level Control Receipts

129,275

85,578

Staff Training

9,880

5,409

IPB Dividends

4,690

7,848

EU Studies Programme Costs

-

19,330

Miscellaneous Receipts

1,044

3,202

Other Interreg Project Costs

26,805

25,675

EU Studies Programme Receipts

-

14,350

Bank Charges

546

605

Recoupment from Department of Housing, Planning & Local Government for Pension

-

196,331

Negative Bank Interest

2,951

-

Designated Urban Centre Grants Scheme

3,321,519

1,500,000

Depreciation Charge

1,633

915

Bad Debt write off

-

2,250

Designated Urban Centre Grants Scheme

3,321,519

1,500,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

5,139,450

3,628,335

NET INCOME / (EXPENDITURE)

400,447

298,583

OPENING CONTROL BALANCE AS AT 1ST JAN 2020

892,587

594,004

TOTAL INCOME

20

2020 €

Staff Salaries
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5,539,897

3,926,918
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FIXED ASSETS

2020 €

2019 €

Heritage Asset

3,048

3,048

Fixtures and Fittings

1,327

1,548

Computer Equipment

5,437

4,326

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS

9,812

8,922

Prepayments

53,387

55,683

County

Debtors

123,344

175,879

Cavan 			2

Mayo 			3

Cash at Bank

671,642

1,057,982

Cllr Craig Lovett

Cllr John Caulfield

Cllr Sean Smith

Cllr Jarlath Munnelly

Assembly
Members 2020

Current Assets

Investments – HFA

700,000

-

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

1548,373

1,389,544

Donegal 		

No.

3

County

Monaghan 		

Cllr Jack Murray

Cllr David Maxwell

Current Liabilities

Cllr Patrick McGowan

Cllr Brian Mc Kenna

Creditors

72,138

182,350

Galway 		

Accruals

81,295

76,587

Pension Provision

111,647

145,770

NWRA Credit Card

71

1,172

Galway City 		

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

265,151

405,879

Cllr Donal Lyons

TOTAL NET ASSETS

1,293,034

892,587

Roscommon 		

2

LEITRIM

2

Cllr Orla Leyden

Cllr Joe Sheridan

Cllr John Naughten

Cllr David Collins

Sligo 			2
4

MONAGHAN

SLIGO

MAYO

Cllr Tim Broderick

Cllr Jimmy McClearn

DONEGAL

Cllr Christy Hyland

Cllr Frank Mc Brearty

4

No.

CAVAN

Ballaghaderreen

ROSCOMMON

GALWAY

Cllr Donal Gilroy
Cllr Declan Bree

Cllr Declan McDonnell
Cllr Niall McNelis
Cllr Michael Crowe

Capital & Reserves

Leitrim 		

Net Income/(Expenditure)

400,447

298,583

Opening Balance

892,587

594,004

TOTAL CAPITAL & RESERVES

1,293,034

892,587

3

Cllr Justin Warnock
Cllr Enda McGloin
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Assembly Team 2020

Primary Stakeholders

Mr. David Minton

Director				dminton@nwra.ie

Mr. Gerry Doyle 		

Assistant Director 			

gdoyle@nwra.ie

Mr. Denis Kelly		Assistant Director			dkelly@nwra.ie

•

Cavan County Council

•

Galway City Council

•

Mayo County Council

•

Donegal County
Council

Mr. Frank Flanagan 		

Senior Executive Planner

fflanagan@nwra.ie

Mr. Conall McGettigan

Senior Executive Planner

cmcgettigan@nwra.ie

•

Leitrim County Council

Mr. Barry Guckian 		

Programme Executive			

bguckian@nwra.ie

•

Mr. Michael O’Brien 		

Programme Executive 		

mobrien@nwra.ie

Roscommon County
Council

Mr. Brendan Mooney 		

EU Programme Executive

bmooney@nwra.ie

•

Galway County
Council

Ms Sharon Conway		

First Level Controller 		

sconway@nwra.ie

Ms Catherine Burke 		

Assistant First Level Controller

cburke@nwra.ie

Mr. Patrick Devine		

Projects Officer		

pdevine@nwra.ie

Mr. Noel Ballantyne		

GIS Programme Manager		

nballantyne@nwra.ie

Ms Briege Shannon		

Assistant Staff Officer			

bshannon@nwra.ie

Ms. Pauline Grennan		

Assistant Staff Officer 			

pgrennan@nwra.ie

Ms. Marie Moriarty 		

Clerical Officer		

mmoriarty@nwra.ie

•

Monaghan County
Council

•

Sligo County Council

•

European Commission

•

Department of
Housing, Planning and
Local Government

•

Department of Public
Expenditure and
Reform

Overview
of Energy
Usage in
2020
The Northern & Western
Regional Assembly occupies
one building which it has
leased, containing an area
of 760 m². The electrical
energy consumption in our
office buildings is for heating,
air conditioning, hot water,
lighting and office equipment.
The electrical energy
consumption in 2020 for
the Northern & Western
Regional Assembly was
80,506 kWh. This represents
a slight decrease in energy
consumption due to Covid-19.

Ms. Amy Caulfield 		Clerical Officer 				acaulfield@nwra.ie
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Ms. Catriona Meehan

Clerical Officer			

Ms Sarah Moran

Clerical Officer				smoran@nwra.ie
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Northern & Western Regional Assembly
The Square, Ballaghaderreen, Co. Roscommon
+ 353 (0) 94 9862 970
+ 353 (0) 94 9862 973
info@nrwa.ie

www.nwra.ie

